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Abstract
Background: The measurement of physical activity (PA) and sedentary behaviour (SB) is fundamental to health
related research, policy, and practice but there are well known challenges to these measurements. Within the
academic literature, the terms “validity” and “reliability” are frequently used when discussing PA and SB
measurement to reassure the reader that they can trust the evidence.
Discussion: In this paper we argue that a lack of consensus about the best way to define, assess, or utilize the
concepts of validity and reliability has led to inconsistencies and confusion within the PA and SB evidence base.
Where possible we propose theoretical examples and solutions. Moreover we present an overarching framework
(The Edinburgh Framework) which we believe will provide a process or pathway to help researchers and practitioners
consider validity and reliability in a standardized way.
Conclusion: Further work is required to identify all necessary and available solutions and generate consensus in
our field to develop the Edinburgh Framework into a useful practical resource. We envisage that ultimately the
proposed framework will benefit research, practice, policy, and teaching. We welcome critique, rebuttal,
comment, and discussion on all ideas presented.
Keywords: Physical activity, Sedentary behaviour, Measurement, Validity, Reliability, Framework

Background
This Debate Paper was originally delivered by Paul Kelly
as an Invited Early Career Presentation at the ISBNPA
Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland on 4th June 2015.
The measurement of physical activity (PA) and sedentary
behaviour (SB) is fundamental to research, policy and practice; whether monitoring population trends, understanding
sub-populations and high-risk groups, assessing correlates
and determinants, or testing intervention effects. The challenges of measurement are well known, and the limitations
of different methods often described. The terms “validity”
and “reliability” (see Table 1 for definitions of key terms)
are therefore frequently found in the academic literature.
They are widely used in studies examining or using these
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methods to reassure the reader that they can trust the results. However, in PA and SB measurement there is a lack
of consensus about the best way to define, assess and utilize
these concepts.
A multitude of approaches have been taken leading to
an incorrect perception of the strengths and weaknesses
of different methods and a false hierarchy of measures.
This limits the extent to which we can compare findings
from different validity and reliability studies. It has also
led to inappropriate use of measures and misperception
in the PA and SB evidence.
In this paper we present the following for debate: first
a proposition that PA and SB research needs a comprehensive framework for considering the different aspects
of measurement validity and reliability based on a series
of inter-related arguments; and second we provide a draft
version of such a framework given the authors’ belief that
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Table 1 Description of terms for validity and reliability in PA and SB measurement
Validity – the extent to which a measurement is representative of the true scientific value; taking “true” to mean an exact representation of what
happened, free from all possible sources of error or bias.
Test validity (or Construct validity) – a combined assessment of face, content, and [concurrent, convergent or criterion]validity for your measure
within the desired or utilised study population.
Face validity

The extent to which a measure looks like it will, or appears to, provide the desired information. Assessed by expert
consensus and theoretical consideration.
Likewise for the proposed data processing and generation of outcome variables. Assessed by expert consensus and
theoretical consideration.

Content validity

The extent to which a measure covers all aspects of the intended behavioural or physiological domains or dimensions
(see Fig. 1). Assessed by examination of domain or dimension of interest.
Likewise for the proposed data processing and generation of outcome variables.

Convergent validity

The extent of the agreement with another
(non-criterion) measure that should assess the same PA or SB parameter based on face and content validity.
Assessed quantitatively.
Useful when the criterion is very resource intensive.
This approach also allows assessment of whether the measures can be used interchangeably, or the data from the
two measures pooled or otherwise compared.

Criterion validity

The extent of the agreement between a measure and another already held as being a criterion or gold standard.
Assessed quantitatively. Called absolute validity when compared to measure known to provide perfectly true values.

Concurrent validity

Assessment of convergent or criterion validity when measures taken at same time.

Predictive validity

Assessment of convergent or criterion validity when measures taken at different times.

Experimental validity – a combined assessment of internal and external validity to determine whether conclusions drawn from the data are free from
bias and generalizable to wider populations.
Internal validity

The extent to which conclusions drawn from the experimental data are free from confounding issues which cause
bias such as reactivity and missing data; similar to methodological quality. Assessed by examination of relevant issues.

External validity

The extent to which conclusions drawn from the data are generalizable to the wider populations. Assessed by
examination of age, sex, ethnic origin, socio-economic status, etc., of study sample.
This could be assessed by a theoretical justification or empirical demonstration such as field testing and small scale
“proof of concept” studies. These should assess participant feedback (e.g. satisfaction and burden) as well as data
issues (e.g. can meaningful information be produced in reasonable time frames?)

Reliability – the extent to which a tool gives measurements that are consistent, stable, and repeatable.
Test-retest reliability

The extent to which test scores are consistent from one test administration to the next; keeping as many conditions
(e.g. researcher, timing, preparation, etc.) as possible unchanged. Assessed quantitatively.
This estimate incorporates any factors that cannot be controlled e.g. intra-rater reliability, behaviour change, etc.

Inter/intra-rater reliability

The extent to which test scores are consistent when measurements are taken by different people using the
same methods (inter-rater) or at different times by the same person (inter-rater). Assessed quantitatively.

Inter/intra-instrument
reliability

The extent to which test scores are consistent when measurements of the same thing are taken by different versions of
the same instrument (inter-instrument) or repeatedly by the same version of an instrument (intra-instrument). Assessed
quantitatively.

Behavioural reliability

The extent to which stability in behaviour has been considered when assessing other aspects of reliability.

Note: We are not attempting to deliberately re-define any term here; if we use one here that you think we have described incorrectly we suggest this is more
evidence for non-standard use of terms and further justification for the need of this framework. Multiple sources used

this is indeed warranted. We welcome critique, rebuttal,
comment, and discussion on all ideas presented below.

Discussion
Part 1: why do we need a measurement framework for
Physical Activity and Sedentary Behaviour?
Physical Activity and Sedentary Behaviour are not single,
unidimensional constructs, but validity and reliability
statements rarely acknowledge this

PA and SB are multi-faceted; they can be described by multiple domains, dimensions, and correlates or determinants,

with many more sub-groups within each (see Fig. 1).
Rowe describes PA as “a somewhat unique construct in
kinesiology in that it incorporates behavioural, physiological and biomechanical principles” [1]. Thompson et
al., recently argued that “no single metric will reflect an
individual’s physical activity adequately because multiple
biologically important dimensions are independent and
unrelated” [2]. SB is a similarly complex construct, sharing
many of the characteristics of PA but also being described
by other facets such as posture, status or associated behaviour [3, 4].
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validity (see Table 1) [10, 11] despite previous calls to
identify measurement purpose as a first step [12]. This
means statements of validity and reliability can lack
meaning or relevance. Furthermore this leads to claims
of criterion validity when the comparator is in no sense
a criterion for the domain or dimension of relevance.
We propose that an agreed framework emphasising a
focus on the complexity of PA and SB, and specifying
what the measure was valid for, would promote better
understanding of measurement strengths and weaknesses.
Our field has created a situation where doubly labelled
water is considered the gold standard for PA measurement
Fig. 1 Domains, dimensions, and correlates and determinants of PA
and SB. We use this figure to discuss the different ways these behaviours
can be described or characterized. It is not meant to be exhaustive, and
some may take issue with how we have used ‘determinants’. When
considering sedentary behaviour posture may require its own box.
Source: PAHRC teaching materials (MSc Physical Activity for Health)

However, claims of validity or reliability are often based
on a single aspect such as duration, frequency, or intensity;
or a composite outcome such as physical activity energy expenditure (PAEE) or MET.hours expended [5]. This means
that to simply state a PA or SB measure is valid or reliable
misses the crucial information of what aspect it is valid or
reliable for (see Box 1).
There has been much work considering the various
methodological challenges of measuring PA and SB, and
the limitations and advantages have been well reviewed
when considering what instrument or measure to select
[1, 6–8]. However, many studies discuss validity and reliability without considering the complexity of PA or SB.
The work by Rowe et al., which presents an assessment
of “accuracy of different instruments for estimating different physical activity dimensions” [1] is an exception
rather than the rule.
These considerations of “validity for purpose” would
normally be covered by assessment of face validity and
content validity [9]. Unfortunately these assessments are
often omitted in favour of concurrent or criterion

Box 1.
Accelerometers can be very good at detecting total movement over
a given timeframe but may be less good at distinguishing types of
PA. Therefore, to say they are a valid measure of PA without stating
for which aspect(s) is a potentially misleading statement. Likewise,
within single dimensions, measures may be differentially valid; a
measure might be very good at detecting duration of walking or
sitting, but unable to detect cycling or the difference between sitting
watching TV and sitting working. That measure would therefore be
of limited validity to give information about duration of all PA or SB.

Many studies refer to doubly labelled water (DLW) as
the “gold standard” in PA measurement, or that a measure
has been “validated” against DLW giving it “validity”.
However, if the validity of DLW was assessed against our
proposed framework we would quickly conclude that it
was a very good measure of total energy expenditure but a
poor measure of frequency, type, intensity, or duration.
The validity of DLW clearly depends on the purpose of
the measurement. The implication of this is that when
studies claim “criterion validity” by comparison to DLW,
this cannot be the case unless the primary purpose of their
measure is also attempting to assess PAEE. The approach
of using DLW to validate PA measures, often in nutrition
focussed contexts, leads to over-emphasis on energy balance when considering these behaviours despite the varied
aspects discussed in point 1.
Depending on the PA or SB aspect of interest there
will be different “gold standards”. For behaviours such as
walking, sitting, or sports it may be direct researcher observation; for total activity related movement it may be
wrist worn accelerometers; for cycling it may be bicycle
mounted GPS devices; or for physiological response it
may be heart rate monitors. An agreed framework that
emphasised face and content validity would allow us to
place the correct approaches as the “gold standard”
dependent on purpose; this in turn will allow for more
appropriate selection of comparators when assessing the
validity and reliability of new measures.
The failure to differentiate “gold standard” approaches
through appropriate consideration of “validity for purpose”
by domain and dimension has led to two apparent and
related problems; (1) it continues to drive the quasiphysiological reporting of PA or SB, e.g., studies that
say they are assessing behaviour but in reality convert
to energy expenditure so they can compare to DLW;
and (2) it has contributed to the adoption of a false
hierarchy in PA and SB measurement.
We will consider the false hierarchy problem in point
3, below. With respect to quasi-physiological reporting,
by prioritising DLW as the gold standard we implicitly
place energy expenditure at the top of the “hierarchy
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of desired outcomes”. While total PAEE is undoubtedly an
important metric that reveals useful information, there are
clearly many other study designs that are not dependent
on this outcome (see Box 2). Thompson et al., warn
against trying to reflect an individual’s PA using a single
metric [2] and this warning should similarly apply to
energy expenditure.
It is not so clear that the field of SB research holds
DLW in the same esteem, and studies often refer to direct observation or inclinometers as the gold standard. It
is worth noting that currently SB is defined by an energy
expenditure threshold (≤1.5 METs while in a siting or
reclining posture); that posture is also included is a
promising sign that the complexity of the behaviour is
considered important [3].

The lack of an agreed validity and reliability framework has
led to a false measurement hierarchy

This point builds from the previous idea that DLW is held
as the gold standard, “most valid”, measure of PA without
enough scrutiny. This drives how we think about all other
measures; DLW is best, therefore other measures should
be judged on their agreement with DLW. Subjective
and objective measures are converted into energy based
physiological metrics as this is the metric of the assumed
gold standard (DLW). Generally, neither shows great statistical agreement [13, 14] but objective measures usually
fare better and that leads to the assumption that “objective
measurement is good, subjective measurement is bad”
(often with the disclaimer that subjective measures are
at least cheaper and more scalable and that is why they
are used in many cases). We concur with Troiano et al.,
who report that low correlations between self-report
and accelerometer assessed PA are because the methods
are “distinct” and “not equivalent” [15].
We present the “false hierarchy” as our interpretation
of prevailing sentiment (see Fig. 2). Perhaps future research should test if our community indeed views DLW
and measurement in this way. Improved appraisal of
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Fig. 2 A false hierarchy for PA and SB measurement when
considering anything other than PAEE. Source: PAHRC teaching
materials (MSc Physical Activity for Health)

validity and reliability could challenge this hierarchy for
outcomes such as cycling frequency in PA, or occupational sitting in SB.
Another problematic assumption with this hierarchy is
as follows: accelerometers have been validated against
DLW so they are suitable to validate (or more often invalidate) other measures. If the arguments above are accepted, this is clearly a false approach; measures should
be validated against the best available measure of that
domain or dimension, not always DLW or one that compares well against DLW (see Box 3). This has led to inappropriate claims of criterion validity; the criterion has to
be justifiably a criterion and our proposed framework
would give a structure to the process of this justification.
Comparing a self-report measure to an accelerometer may
result in criterion validity when the purpose is to assess
total movement; but it may result in concurrent validity
when the purpose is to measure bouts of walking especially when domain is important. This will influence how
we view validity findings, and in turn how we interpret
evidence from studies using these measures. An additional
consideration is measures that are multi-dimensional, for
example a self-report or device measure that is assessing
Box 3.
To test a questionnaire that is designed to detect frequency of a

Box 2.

specific behaviour (e.g. bouts of walking) the selection of the

An active travel intervention might have a shift from passive to

comparator must be guided by the purpose of the

active transport modes as the most appropriate primary

questionnaire. While accelerometers are excellent movement

outcome; an intervention to break sedentary time might have

sensors, they are currently not the best measures of walking

fragmentation rate; an intervention to reduce falls may have

bouts. Any comparison will include the measurement error in the

bouts of increasing muscle strengthening activities. In all cases

accelerometer but almost always assign this as error in the

these are behaviours and should be assessed by a behavioural

questionnaire–this convergent validity would be potentially

measure; while there may be some weak correlation to PAEE

informative but not criterion. The validation should use methods

the success of the intervention and the choice of behavioural

that detect bouts of walking well such as GPS or direct

measure should not be guided by total energy expenditure.

observation.
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duration, frequency and location. In this case multiple
types of validity evidence will be required, from a variety
of comparators or criterions, possibly including direct
observation, wearable devices, and existing self-report
measures. Our framework would ask the researcher to
consider the purpose of the measure and would provide
a more nuanced and useful reflection of validity and
reliability.
Validity and reliability are often reported as single statistics
that do not tell us enough

This is perhaps partly because we are tempted towards
quantifiable statistics like r, p and alpha values, over subjective and theoretical assessments of content and face validity.
Lacking meaning and context, these statistics however tell
us nothing about the extent to which considerations of purpose, domain, and dimension were used to inform the comparison. As described above, a low r value could be the
expected result of comparing a subjective measure of bouts
of walking for leisure to an objective measure of hip movement; it tells us more about the validity of the comparison
than about the data from either measure.
There is also an issue about the number and variety of
statistical approaches available for comparisons. This is
not the place to discuss the merits of different approaches or tests but debates about Bland-Altman tests
and regression analysis will be familiar to many [16, 17].
Moving towards an agreed battery or sequence of tests
for each relevant stage or step in the validation process
would allow for much more informative comparison of
validity and reliability findings.
This discussion incorporates free-living versus laboratory
based comparisons. Feasibility and acceptability in the free
living context may be more important than high statistical
agreement in laboratory testing. Whilst debates have taken
place on this issue in relation to the interpretation of
findings [18, 19], this issue remains under-discussed in
the majority of validity and reliability statements. We
believe that a framework that emphasises the importance
of all these judgements of feasibility and face, content, and
context validity, and moves us beyond basic reporting of
statistical values would be of great value to the field of PA
and SB measurement.
To incorporate all the components of validity we need
to consider, the term context validity has been proposed
(see Table 2). This is an appealing idea, though the term
has previously been coined in psychology in reference to
interventions [20] so requires further thought.
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Table 2 Methodological framework for establishing feasibility,
validity and reliability
Stage

Process

Proof of concept–
feasibility

1. Field testing and pilot testing of measure
in controlled and free-living settings

Content and Face
validity

2. Examination of relevant literature
3. Consultation with relevant experts
4. Theoretical examination of measure and
domain/dimension
5. Examination of proposed data processing and
decision algorithms including sensitivity analysis

Convergent validity

6. Assessment of the agreement between
your measure and an existing (non-criterion)
measure

Criterion validity

7. Assessment of the agreement between
your measure and a criterion measure

Internal validity

8. Examination of bias such as reactivity and
missing data

External validity

9. Examination of sample bias (age, sex, ethnic
origin, socio-economic status)

Inter-rater reliability

10. Assessment of stability of tests administered
by different researchers

Inter-instrument
reliability

11. Assessment of stability of tests administered
using multiple versions of the same instrument

Test-retest reliability

12. Assessment of stability of consecutive tests

Behavioural reliability 13. Assessment of stability accounting for
behavioural changes
Context validity

14. Based on all assessments, will measure give
useful information in the proposed context?

Purpose validity

15. Based on all assessments and considering
study design, are the validity and reliability results
suitable for the proposed use and likely to allow
the research question to be answered?

whether the data are being used for population surveillance
purposes, for the assessment of burden, risk or association,
or to investigate intervention effects. Data from a measure
may be valid and reliable in one type of study, and neither
valid nor reliable enough in another (see Box 4). We
suggest that validity and reliability for design is also reported in any considerations of validity and reliability.
Box 4.
An epidemiological study that has many thousands of
participants and intends to categorise PA or SB status (e.g. into
low, medium or high; or meeting PA recommendations vs not
meeting PA recommendations) requires a certain level of
validity; it can handle a certain level of bias or random error due
to the study design, likely sample size, and analysis approaches.

Validity and reliability do not just depend on the PA or SB
domain or dimension being assessed

In contrast if the study design is to detect change in SB of 50

The study design in which measurements will be taken
is also fundamental [9, 21]. Different degrees of validity
and reliability may be acceptable (or not) depending on

with reliability and random error than bias; it will need to have the

participants at two time-points, it will be more concerned
desired responsiveness to detect change.
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We put these next ideas forward for debate: (1) if a
measure is going to be used to stratify participants into
3 categories, perhaps this is how it should be validated–
systematic bias is less important than the extent to
which individuals are placed into the correct strata; (2) if
the analysed outcome variable is dichotomous (e.g. active vs inactive), perhaps validation should be along the
diagnostic lines of sensitivity and specificity (rather than
the more usual agreement with a continuous measure of
PAEE). This is perhaps where we should be discussing
relative validity (i.e., the ability to correctly rank or compare people) rather than absolute validity (i.e., the ability
to correctly quantify exposure).
We propose that a framework that emphasised intended
study design when considering validity and reliability
would improve the interpretation and use of PA and
SB research. It may also help avoid situations where
instruments designed for global assessment of PA or
SB are used to detect individual level behaviour change,
and the unfortunate rejection of interventions that may
actually be working (or vice versa).

Reliability has two important constructs that are often
misleadingly considered at the same time

The reliability of a measure of PA or SB will depend on
two moving targets; (1) random error in the measurements (e.g., from changeable memory of activity within
and between persons, or from intra- and inter-device
variations); and (2) from real changes in the behaviour
with time [21]. These real changes occur because very
few people will conduct the exact same behaviour day
after day. Therefore, a repeated measures design, which
compares two time-points, is assessing the reliability of
the behaviour and the measure at the same time. Studies
with such designs often report the measures to have low
reliability, rather than acknowledging that the behaviour
itself might have low reliability or stability.
There are test-retest designs that can offer solutions
when measuring unstable behaviour; behaviour can be
known from a directed lab test of repeated 1000 steps,
from directed sitting protocols, or from 24 h researcher
observation. The change in behaviour can then be nullified or accounted for to isolate the reliability construct
of interest.
This once again leads us to emphasise study purpose;
if an epidemiological study wishes to assume PA status
over a number of years, what sort of reliability tests are
required to understand if the measurement period (and/or
frequency) is appropriate? Alternatively, if an intervention
wishes to understand how responsive their measure is,
or how stable any observed changes are, what sort of
reliability data will they need? An agreed framework for
considering reliability that separates instrument stability
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from behavioural stability, and considers reliability timeframes, would clearly benefit PA and SB measurement.
While considering reliability we would also raise ways
this can be assessed at a group level. If you measure each
member of a group one time with your new measure
and simultaneously with a criterion you can assess how
random error varies between individuals (though not
within) [22]. How this random error relates to our understanding of reliability and expectations of test-retest
designs requires further examination.
We forget to discuss the validity of how data are processed
and analysed

So far we have discussed validity and reliability in relation
to measurements. However, we often have to make decisions about collected data to produce PA or SB outcome
variables. For example, the huge variety of approaches for
analysing accelerometer data has been noted with calls for
consensus and standardised approaches [23]. Likewise,
when dealing with self-reported data cycling may be
counted as muscle strengthening, or a full 8 h per day of
activity or sitting allocated when someone reports being
active or sedentary at work [24]. Whether these decision
algorithms provide valid outcome variables should be considered, potentially within face and content validity. Our
proposed framework would emphasise examination of
these considerations. It has been suggested that it is more
appropriate to refer to validity and reliability of the obtained data, rather than the measurement instrument [21]
and we would extend this to the PA or SB variables that
are generated.
Terminology is used randomly, synonymously, possibly
incorrectly and we all get confused

Already we have used terms that you may have taken
issue with. In many places we could have used different
terms such as precision, concordance, uncertainty, or
accuracy. There are also many sub-types of validity and
reliability, some of which we have not yet discussed.
For example, construct, comparative, absolute, relative,
predictive, discriminant, representation, and translation
validity; and inter-rater, intra-rater, relative, or absolute
reliability.
We suggest that this is because in PA and SB measurement we have largely borrowed our terms from older
fields such as psychology, education, and nutrition. The
field of PA and SB measurement has not yet agreed an
accepted set of terms or appropriate utilization of these
terms. Closely related fields such as physiology have
attempted to codify these terms in a meaningful way [25]
and we believe agreeing what these terms mean in the
context of PA and SB measurement will help our science.
In addition it would make teaching these concepts to our
students much easier!
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Evidence based medicine has benefited from existing
frameworks and reporting guidelines

The evidence based medicine movement has introduced
reporting guidelines to standardize and improve the way
the evidence is presented and interpreted; from observational studies, to systematic reviews, to tools for assessing
study bias these have been widely adopted [26] and are
generally considered to have improved the scientific literature through greater comparability and transparency [27].
In the same way, we argue that a standardized approach
to assessing, presenting and discussing validity and reliability would benefit our own field. There are existing
approaches that we can build from; the MRC Diet and
Physical Activity Assessment Toolkit provides a helpful
glossary for certain types of validity and reliability [28];
the Social Research Methods Knowledge Base has a
breakdown of terms with a slightly different use of terminology [29]; and Morrow has presented a useful
schematic for how validity and reliability fit with terms
such as objectivity and relevance in physiological assessment [25]. The MRC Toolkit has a Decision Matrix
and Practical Consideration section which encourages
readers to consider these issues as well as the “objectives of
the research question” [28]. However, it does not explain
how to consider these issues and offers dichotomous “green
tick/no green tick” assessments of each consideration.
There are important existing papers to discuss. The
COSMIN (COnsensus-based Standards for the selection
of health status Measurement INstruments) checklist includes a taxonomy of terminology [30] and a checklist
for considering different aspects of quality [9]. COSMIN
was developed to assess subjective health-related patientreported outcomes [9] and is designed for evaluating the
quality of studies on measurement properties, rather than
the concepts of validity and reliability in relation to measurement as our framework is intended [11]. While the
COSMIN checklist is highly cited–we (non-systematically)
found very few examples of use in PA for health and none
in SB studies–this is perhaps due to its focus on clinical
settings. Further, we disagree with aspects of their taxonomy e.g., measurement error under reliability [9, 30];
we consider measurement error to be comprised of
random error which influences reliability and systematic error which influences validity. More focussed on
PA and SB for health is the Hagströmer-Bowles Physical Activity-Sedentary-Behavior Questionnaire Checklist (HBQC) which is also designed to assess study
quality in validation studies [31].
The Quality Assessment of Physical Activity Questionnaires (QAPAQ) checklist was developed from COSMIN
[10]. It assesses what the authors term the qualitative attributes of questionnaires and is intended as a tool for
selecting a PA questionnaire for a certain purpose as
well as to design a measurement study [9]. Finally, Strath
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et al. have published a well cited and very helpful decision matrix for selecting PA assessment instruments
which is very strong on feasibility considerations [32].
Our framework is not intended to supersede these, but
proposes a preceding step in reconsidering the meaning
and interpretation of validity and reliability in PA and
SB measurement prior to applying these tools.
Finally, much of what we are about to propose is missed in
validity and reliability statements

We have made the decision not to cite studies to support existence of the problems highlighted above, out of
respect to colleagues, but also because we are guilty of
this ourselves and need not go any further [22, 33–36].
It is also possible that with the multitude of validities
and reliabilities available, the choice is overwhelming
and researchers tend to use the general terms as a catch
all; however, as we have argued this lack of clarity can
lead to problems.
We hope that at least some of the arguments above
have persuaded the reader that a framework for standardizing how we approach validity and reliability would be beneficial. Further, that single un-contextualized statements on
validity and or reliability are at best unhelpful and at worst
leading to misinterpretation of evidence on PA and SB.
Part 2: the Edinburgh Validity and Reliability Framework
If a framework is needed, what should be in it?

We propose that not only do we need an agreed set of
terminology and descriptions, but more importantly we
need to understand how they should be used and related
to make an overall meaningful assessment of validity and
reliability. Here is our first attempt. We do not view this
to be a complete, comprehensive, or static framework. Instead this version is presented to initially address the key
issues outlined above, and subsequently stimulate debate
leading to future iterations that incorporate the expert
opinions of the field. As such, we have been selective in
the concepts we have included. Connoisseurs of measurement theory may be disappointed to see we have omitted
for example, nomological validity or discriminant validity
in this first attempt. Selections were made on a pragmatic
basis. We look forward to working on version 2.0 and beyond to include and amend all aspects that the research
community deems necessary.
The Edinburgh Framework v1.0 for validity and reliability in
PA and SB measurement

Figure 3 shows the schematic layout of the framework
we propose. The terms used are briefly described in
Table 1 to illustrate the different concepts and aspects
and to allow debate and refinement. We fully expect that
these need to be expanded and improved in respect to
the context of PA and SB measurement. We acknowledge
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Fig. 3 The Edinburgh Framework v1.0 for validity and reliability in PA and SB measurement

the MRC Diet and Physical Activity Measurement Tool
Kit [28] and the Social Research Methods Knowledge Base
[29] as important sources for this section amongst others.
The red arrows in Fig. 3 are intended to illustrate the
process and inter-relatedness of these concepts and
show that assessments of validity and reliability should
work across all aspects rather than individual aspects in
isolation.
What needs further discussion?

We have omitted many important considerations from this
initial list; for example nomological, discriminant and divergent validity and relative and internal consistency reliability
[29]. Nor have we discussed how reliability influences validity; or how variable magnitudes of random error (unreliability) differentially affect the ability to detect valid mean
values (or the number of repeat measurements required).
There are also important questions about how we organise
our proposed framework; for example is it fair to conflate
construct and test validity; and perhaps internal and external validity are also constructs?
On the topic of external validity, further discussion is
required about when to consider it and how much to
weight these considerations. Many validity and reliability
studies are conducted in University students and staff
and we as guilty as anyone of this [33, 37]. While these
can be useful proofs of concept, we may need better
ways of understanding the generalizability of validity and
reliability findings.

Using the Edinburgh Framework for establishing the
validity and reliability in PA or SB measurement

Beyond simply describing different types of validity and
reliability we want to change the way they are considered
in PA and SB measurement. A methodological framework
should provide a strategy or pathway for combining research methods and analytic techniques to answer a
research question; in this case how valid and reliable
are my PA or SB measures? The Edinburgh Framework emphasises that all aspects are important and
provides a strategy for overall assessment. Only once
all relevant aspects have been considered, the evidence reviewed, or measures empirically tested should
statements about overall validity and reliability be
made.
Table 2 depicts a possible way this process could
work and be presented–we think that including this
table (or a refined version) as a supplementary file in
publications would improve the way we use, understand, and reflect on validity and reliability. It also
suggests a process for validation studies to follow
though the existing frameworks discussed already provide this [31]. One issue with existing frameworks and
reporting guidelines is whether summary judgements
are descriptive or quantified. We suggest a descriptive
approach to avoid an overemphasis on quantifiable
statistics that we have previously argued against (see
point 4 above). We invite debate on how overall
judgements could be presented.
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Limitations

There are some obvious limitations with our proposal.
We have not systematically examined the ideas presented.
Whether you agree that some, none, or all these examples
are self-evident and whether you agree they are of significant concern probably frames your stance on this debate.
It is likely that a systematic study of the measurement literature would lead to an improved framework as it could
identify and address the issues that could be demonstrated
to be most common and important. Further, empirical
demonstration of the utility of the framework is clearly
missing from this debate.
We have only briefly described the methods for how
each aspect of validity or reliability could be assessed.
Ultimately, we envisage that future versions of the
framework will include more options and guidance for
selecting what aspects are important to assess. It could
also be more instructive on the battery of tests (statistical or otherwise) available for each aspect, and importantly how to interpret the findings.
It is possible that such a framework places unnecessary
extra burden on researchers for minimal gain. They
already have many requirements and a lack of space
when trying to publish findings. Perhaps the framework
would be better suited as a format for validation and
comparison of measures studies. Finally, this work is
clearly directed at quantitative measurement. We make
no claims about the use of these concepts in qualitative
research.
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Conclusion
In this debate we have argued that PA and SB measurement
need a framework for considering the different aspects
of measurement validity and reliability; we subsequently
propose a draft version of such a framework. As stated we
welcome critique, rebuttal, comment, and discussion on
all ideas presented above. We hope the Edinburgh Framework provides a rationale and strategy for assessing any
measures used in PA and SB measurement. We often find
ourselves asking “what is the best measure (I can afford)”
instead of asking “what can different measures tell us”?
If we allowed ourselves to use a range of objective and
subjective measures understanding their purpose and
strengths, we may learn more about the complicated world
of PA and SB.
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Future work

Previous work by Mokkink et al., has demonstrated how
systematic literature reviewing and Delphi methods with
experts can generate consensus and produce useful tools
for researchers [11]. We recommend that a similar process
with experts in PA and SB for health measurement should
be followed before any finalised framework could be proposed. Systematic literature review(s) will also help guide
this work to the most relevant and prevalent challenges.
In a recent review of wearable activity trackers Evenson et
al., call for an evidence-based position statement on the
properties necessary to consider a tracker valid and reliable [38]. We suggest that the work we propose could lead
to such a position statement, but for all available methods
(and the data they produce). The resulting framework and
statements should focus on solutions to the challenges described in this article, so that researchers may have a clear
pathway to better assessing validity and reliability. As suggested above, empirical assessment of the utility of any
framework should also be conducted. It is fundamental to
investigate if any finalised framework adds value, and is
resource efficient, in our pursuit of better understanding
PA and SB.
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